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Introduction 
Let R denote a real closed field, C = R(i), (i2 = - l), its algebraic losure and H 
the algebra of quaternions over R. Let u be the involution of C which takes i to --i 
glnd is identity on R. IA A be a commutative supplemented R-algebra, B = C@R A, 
4 = H@R ~4. Suppose that the only units of B are the non-zero elements of C and 
that all projective B-modules are free. In this paper, we prove (Corollary 2.2), that 
the set of rank 1 projective modules (rank being defmed in a suitable manner) 01i.r 
A is in bijection with the set %+ of classes of 2 X 2 invertible Hermitian matrices 
(Hermitian with respect o the involution u B 1 on B) over B of positive determinant, 
under the equivalence defined by “QI - p if and only if there exist h E R*, u E 
GL@) with p = Xi&u”. 
In section 1, we give a classification of projective modules of rank 1 over DGQ A, 
where D is a division ring, finite dimensional over its centre K, with a cyclic splitting 
field L and A is a commutative K-algebra with a supplementation. This classification, 
for the particular case of quaternions and Proposition 2.1 of section 2, yield the 
main result of section 2, viz. Corollary 2.2. In section 3, we make some computa- 
tions using the results of the previous ections. We first observe that since all projec- 
tive H [X] -modules are free, any 2 X 2 invertible Hermitian matrix over C [X] of 
positive determinant isequivalent to the identity matrix. However, if we take for 
example, A =R [X, Y],R [X, Y,Z]/(Z2- XY) orR [X, Y,Z]/(X3+Z2- XYZ), we 
prove that there exist infinitely many inequivalent invertible 2 X 2 Hermitian 
matrices of determinant 1over CQDR A. Or equivalently, there exist an infinity of 
isomorphism classes of projective modules or rank 1 ovei&R A. The main tool for 
the proofs of these results is Proposition 3.1 which is rather bizarre. 
I thank Professor R. Sridharan for his kind help and guidance during the prepara- 
tion of this paper. 
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1. A classification of rank 1 prqjective modules 
Let D be a division ring which is of dimension n2 over its centre K. Let L be a 
finite extension of K which is a splitting field for D and $ : L 8~ D &M,(L) be an 
L-algebra isomorphism. Let A be a commutative K-algebra with a K-algebra homo- 
morphism E : A + K. Let B = L GQ A, A = D ~IIQ A. Then @ induces an isomorphism 
@ : L BY A EM,@). If M is a A-module, we regard L CQ 44 as a module over= 
M,,(B) through the isomorphism #. We then have, 
Proposition 1 .I. Suppose that ail projective B-modules are free. Then, for any 
projective A-module P, L Q P a’ P free over M,,(B). 
Proof. We have [ 1, p. 691 an eciuJvalence of categories mod B + mod M,(B) given by 
M + B*QQ M, B" being cons’ dered as a left M,?(B) module in an obvious way. 
Since this equivalence preservlzs projective modules, every projective module over 
MJB) is isomorphic to B1z~A P for some projective module P over B. Since all 
projective B-modules are free, it follows that any projective M,(B)-module is iso- 
morphic to a direct sum of copies of B! Let P be a projective A-module. Then 
L@,P=@ It2 copies B”* Since @H copies Bn is isomorphic to M,,(B), the proposi- 
tion would be proved if we sholw that 12 divides m. We shall show that the rank of 
the free modute L CQ P over B is divisible by 1z2. 
The supplementation E : A + K induces in an obvious manner aupplementatiors 
el : B + L and e2 : A + D. We regard L and D as modules over B and A respectiT/ely 
through el and e2. Let rkB L GQ- P = 1. Then the dimension of the vector space; 
L @s(L GOK P) over L is I (where L is regarded as a B module through ~1). Now the 
string of isomorphisms LCQ (L CQ P) z L ~1’63 ((L 8~ A)@, P) s L Q (B CQ P) G 
L CQ P 7 L 8’~ (K aA P) shows that the dimension of the vector space K @A P over 
K is 2. The inclusion of K in D induces a K-isomorphism K @A P 2~ D aA P. Thus, 
we have, I = dimK (D t~ P) = dimD (D q, P) l dimK D = n2 dimD (D Q P), i.e. 
n* 12 and the proposition is proved. 
If P is any projective A-module, we define the rank of P to be the rank of the 
free module L GQ P over M,(B). 
Let now L be a cyclic extension of K of degree m with Galois group G generated 
by o. The group G operates on M,(L) entrywise. On the other hand, the isomor- 
phism 4 : L CQ D 25 M,(L) gives another action of G on M,(L), namely, for r E G, 
we have the automorphism @ * (r B 1) * @-I : Al;,(L) + M,,(L). Let f(7) = 
7-l * @ * (7 B 1) * G-l. It is easily checked that f(r) is an L-algebra automorphism 
ofM,(L) and f(Idc) = Id. Since every L-algebra automorphism of M,(L) is inner, 
there exists 1~ E GL@,L) with f(o) = Int a. Sincefsatisfies the condition: for T, 
rtE G, f(+) = ~‘-10 f(r) * 7’ * f(rt), the relation f(@) = Id gives the following 
condition on a. 
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Let P be a projective A-module of rank 1 and I,& : L aK P sMn(B) be a @- 
semilinear isomorphism. We define for r E G, T(r) = 7-l 0 J/ o (r B 1) 3 Q-l. Thus 
we have a map T : G + Aut&U,(B), which is easily verified to satisfy the following 
1) T(o)(X) =aXa-IT(o)(T), 
2) for T, 7’ E G, 
X EM,(B), 
T(TT’) = T’--~ 0 T(7) 0 7’ Q T(7)). 
Since G is cyclic, these properties of T imply that T is completely determined by 
T(o)(l). Let T(u) (1) = ocp. The matrix ap satisfies the condition: 
(Tao 2 a l . . amaom(a-lap) l o”-‘(a-lcllp! _ ~(a-$) = Id. 
Ef 9 : L Q~K P 7 Mn(B) is another @-semilinear isomorphism, and if ai = 
0-l 0 JI’ 0 ((T QP 1) o $-l(l), then it is verified that 
t+ = au-la-$&m-l,) ) 
where u E GL(n, B) is defined by the M,(B)-linear automorphism $’o $-l of Mn(B)* 
Let X denote the set of matrices cy E GL,(B) satisfying 
(1) oaoza ... amaorn(a-lol)orn-l(a-l~) ... o(a-lo1) = Id . 
Define an equivalence r lation - in X by setting (x’ - ~1 if and only if there exists 
u E GL,(B) with 
(2) 0’ = au-la-lix(om-lu) . 
Let x” denote the quotient set of X under this equivalence r lation. For cy E X, we 
denote by [a] its class in x”. 
Theorem 1.2. Let D be a division ring which is finite dimensional over its centre K, 
with a cyclic splitting field L. Let A be a commutative K-algebra with a supplemen- 
tation and B = L aK A, A = D CQ A. Let Pl denote the set of isomorphism classes 
of projective modules of rank 1 over A. Then the map PI + z defined by [P] + [cY~] 
is a bijection. 
A proof of this theorem which is similar to that of Theorem 2.1 of [23 can be 
given. We however do not give the proof here. 
Let R be a real field, i.e. a field in which -1 is not a sum of squares. There is a 
natural ordering on R in which an element is positive if and only if it is a sum of 
squares in R. Let C = R(i), with i2 = - 1. Let u denote the R-automorphism of C 
which takes i into -i. Let H be the algebra of quaternions over R, i.e. H is generated 
as an algebra over R by two elements i and j with relations, j2 = j2 = - 1, ij + ji = 0. 
The field C is a splitting field for H and we have an isomorphism Q, : C@R H 3 &(C) 
given by 
X&a+ib+jc+kd) + 
whereXEC, a,b,c,dER andk=iej.‘~~nf(a)=a-lOcpO((J~l)o~-l iscom- 
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put~d to be Inta, where a = (y -A). Let A be a commutative supplemented R- 
algebra nd let B = C@R A, A = H@R A. Let Xq denote the set of matrices 
Q E Gb(B) satisfying the condition aEa_l = cy- l, where bar denotes the image 
under the automorphism o QD 1of GL,(B). Define a relation N on X4 by: setting 
/? - ar if and only if the;e exis fs u E GI,,(B) with /3 = auM1ael aii. Let X4 denote 
the quotient set of X4 under this equivalence r lation. Then we have 
Corollary 1.3. The set P, of isc tmzrphism classes of projective modules of rank 1 
over H @R A is in bijection wit3 X4. 
2. A classification of 2 X 2 Hwmitian matrices 
In this section, R denotes areal closed field. i.e. R it ~;~axinral with respect to 
the property of being real. N’ote that every positive lement of R is a square in R. 
Let C=R(i) with i* = - 1. Then C is the algebraic losure of R. Let A be a commu- 
tative R-algebra nd let B = C+ A. Suppose that the only units of B are the ele- 
ments of C”. Then it follows that the group of units of A is R*. Let X denote the 
set of all 2 X 2 invertible matr-&es over B which are Hermitian with respect to the 
involution CI 8 1 on B i.e. 
3c= {aEGL2(B) I E=ar’}. 
If ar g JC, det c11= det ar, so that det ar E R*. Let X+ denote the subset of X consist- 
ing of all ~lr such that det ar is positive. Define an equivalence r lation on 3c as 
follows: for ar, p E 3.a - /3 if 2nd only if there exists X E R* and u E G Lz(B) such 
that fl= X&u. Let x denote the quotient set of 3c’ under this relation. If a, P E JC -- 
and ar - fl, then det ar is positive if and only if det fl is positive, since det u l det u 
being a Frn oLsquares ii,“, is positive. Thus the inclusion X+ + 3C induces an in- 
clusion W + X, where X denotes the quotient set of X+ under the relation in- 
duced by -. 
hposition 2.1. Let R be a real closed field and C = R (i). Let A be a commutative 
R-algebra and B =_CGQ A. Lelr the group of'unitg of B be C*. Then there is a bi- 
jection between X4 and 2’. 
Proof. We first remark that-for any a E C* , a l a is a sum of squares in R and hence 
is positive. Let now [ar] EX4 with cy EXq as a representative and let det a = A. 
Then Ai = 1. Since C is algebraically closed, there exists I-( E C* with h = $ L Then 
(j$* = 1, i.e. pi = + 1. Since pji is positive, we have @ = 1 and hence X = E.L* = P?. 
Let /1= v*, v E C* and !et (Y’ = v-l &. Then ar’ is equivalent to QC and det a -. 1. Thus 
in each equivalence lass of X4 we can ch\)ose arepresentative in Xq of determinant 
l.Letnow[/3]EF+ with /3 E 3c+ as a representative. L t det p = A. Since 1, is posi- 
tive and R is real closed, there exists v E R* such that X = v*= Let p’ = v-.lfl. Then 
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0 is equivalent to 0 and det P’ = 1, so that in each class of X+, there is a representa- 
tive in ?C+ of determinant 1. 
For y E GLz(B), we have 
(3 a~-l,-l = det r-lrf . 
Thus, if 7 E GL,(B) with det y = 1, then y E X4 if and only if y E 3C? Let now 
7,~‘ EX4 with det 7 = det 7‘ = 1. We assert hat y - 7’ in X4 if and only if y - 7’ 
in X+. In fact, if u E GL,(B) with 7’ = a?a-lyu, then det u = X ER* and from 
(3), it follows that 7’ = ( l/A)ufru, i.e. y - 7’ in X? Suppose next that 7, y’ E X+ 
with det 7 = det 7’ = 1 and 7 - 7’. There exist h ER* and u E GLz(B) with 7’ = 
Xiityu. Since f X is a square in R”, we may and do assume that 7’ = *Et yu for 
someuEGL2(B).Letdetu=~.ThenC(E.r=1.Let~=V2,vEC*.Thenvv=1.The 
matrix u’ = v- 1, has determinant 1and y) = 5 u’ t 7~‘. If y’ = u’ t 76, then 7’ = 
a;‘-la-$‘. If y’ = - E’t~u’, then 7’ = a(l%‘)-la-ly(iuf). In either case, y’ - y 
inX . 
TR ese considerations show that there is a map $ : Fq -+ %, which sends any 
equivalence class [a] in ?q with a representative ar in X4 of determinant 1to the 
class of a in X -+ and that this map is a bijection. 
Corollary 2.2. Let R be a real closed field and C = R(i). Let A be a commutative sup- 
plemented R-algebra and B = C@, A. Suppose that all projective B-modules are 
free and that the group of units of B is C *. Let H be the algebra of quaternions over 
R and let A = HQ A. Then the set P, of istrmorphism classes of projcc_+e modnles 
of rank 1 over A is in bijection with the set @ of equivalence classes of 2 X 2 irz- 
vertible Hermitian matrices over B of positive determinant. 
3. Some examples 
In this section, R denotes a real closed field, C = R(i) its algebraic losure and H 
the algebra of quaternions over R. 
Example 1. Let A = R [X] , B = C[X] and A = H [xf .\Then any 2 X 2 invertible Her- 
mitian matrix of positive determinant over C[X] is equivalent to the identity matrix. 
This follows from Corollary 2.2 and the fact that every projective module over H[X] 
is free. 
Example2.LetA=R[X,Y],B=C[X.Y],A=H[~,Y].FormEZ’,the2X2 
Hermitian matrices 
4 t Y2”(1 +X2) XY”‘(1 t Y2m) t iY”(l tJr2 Y2’*) 
Am=; 
XYm(l t Y2[“) - iYm(l +X2 Y2m) 1 tx2y4m 
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over C[X, Y] of determinant 1represent distinct elements of E? This follows from 
Corollary 2.2, and Proposition 5.3 of [2]. There are, thus, an infinity of inequivalent 
2 X 2 Hermitian matrices of determinant 1 over C[X, Y]. 
Before giving further examples, we shall prove the following proposition. 
Proposition 3.1. a) There do not exist Xij, pij E R [X, Y], 1 < i, j < 2 satisfying 
(4) e(ltX2Y4m)(ltX2Y4n)=FtX.f.G 
where, E = -91 and 
G = (hl x,2-$, 1’12+f2P22)2 + (hl &-f21112-fi /J&2 +& + cc& 
mrdfER[X, Y] with dezXfeven,hl = 1 tX2Y4n,fi =XYn(l tYzn),f2 = 
YN(l +X2 Y2”), 1 < m < n. 
b) There do not exist Xi, , pij E R [X, Y] , 1 < i, j < 2 satisfying 
(5) e(1tX2Y4n)=FtX*f*G 
where E = f 1, F, G, and fare defined as in (a) and 1 < n. 
Proof of (a). Suppose there exkt hij, pii E R [X, Y] satisfying (4). Since degXF is 
even and degx X* f l G is odd, equating the degrees inX in (4), we get, degX F = 4, 
degXX*foG< 3. Let h X 1 11 -f#11 +f2/121 =do+2dlX+d$29h,h,, -f&1 
- flp21 =eo +elX+e2X2,pll=b0 +blX+b2X ,p21 =co +clX+c2X2, where 
bi,ci,di,eiER[Y],forO~i~2.Then 
+(bo+blX+b2X2)2 + (co+c1X+c2X2)2 tX+G . 
Equating the coefficients of X4 and the terms independent ofX (noting that 
degXXfG < 3), we get d2 + e2 + bs + cz = EY~(~+“) and di + ei t bg t c$ = 
follows that E = 1, d2 - 
1 2(m+n) 
, w ere b 1 
- ii l y&m+@, e2 = ei y2(n’+n), b, = bi y2tm+n), c2 = 
E. It 
c2 y 
(6) 
h cl d1 e1 b c d e E R. We therefore have, 29 29 29 29 0, 0, 0, 0 
2 4rr (1+X Y )$I -XYn(lt Y2”) (botblXtb~X2Y2~m+‘z)) 
2 2n + Yn(l+X Y ) (co’c1x+c2x Y 1 2 2(m+n)) 
=do tdlXtd;X2Y2(m+n) 9 
2 4n (1+X Y )h,, 2n - XY”(1 +Y )(co+c1xtc;!x Y 1 2 2(m+n)) 
2 2n - Y”(1 +X Y ) (bo+blX+b2X Y 1 2 2(m+n)) 
= e. telXtejX2y2(m+n). 
It is easily seen that degXXll G 2 and deg&l G 2. Let h, 1 =fo +J; X i-12 X’. 
X2, =go +gl X +g2 X2 withfi,gi E R [Y]. In equation (6), comparing the terms in- 
dependent of X, the coefficients oil X4 and that of X2, we get, 
fi y4’l + c$ y5r1+2m = 0 . 
f. y4ll +fi __ Jj, y”( 1 + Y’“) + c*o y3Il f ‘,!, y3rr+:!t,1 =‘I; y2W~l) . 
i.e. 61( 1 t Yy) = (+c.o Yrl) Y 3rr CA y2,?1 +‘.oy2tI +$($ y2(nl+II) [If ytr+2tu* _ 
Reading this equation in R [ Y]/(l + Y2rr), we have, 
ci, Y” + k, t 2cf Y- 3 I?1 + (1; y2n1 -+!I = 0 , d,, C’[), c;, d; E K . 
Since 1 < nl < 12, the elements 1, Yrz, Yzttl, Y2n1+rz in R [Y] /I 1 t Yzrl ) are linearly 
independent over R. Thus, we gc t [IO = cno = (I? = (14 = 0. A similar consideration of 
equation (7) gives 6, = c>. = 0-5 = c? 
c!: t ei = 1, thus proving (a). - 
_ = 0. These Con‘kdict the equation /$ + (1; + 
Proof of (b). Suppose there exist hii, ~ii E R [.U, Y1 satisfying (2). Since (,~g,~/” is
even and degX Xaf’G is odd, WC have, degXE’= 2 and dcgXS*j**G < 2. Let 11, h, l 
-fij.f11 +fi/A21 =Jo tJ1X,h,h,~ --f;jl11 -f’+l,l =C() +C,.Y,&la* “h, +!,I.Y, 
p21 = ~'0 t ~1 X with bi, ci, di, Pi E-R [ Y]rO < i ,< 2. Then, 
E(1 tx2Y4’1) = (dot’/1 X)” t ~c(-)tc* x)2 + (D,+b, X)’ + (L’()tq .Y)’ + ,Uf’G . 
Equating the coefficients of X4 and the terms independent of X, we get, II: + C: + 
b2 t C$ = EY4” 1 3’ij - 
b, Y2G T 
,d~t~~tb%tc~=E.ThusE=1,d:!=d~Y2”,C?=e?Y- ,b’= 
c ’ 2 = ~1 Y212 where b! c! d! p! 0 , O,ho.~~,doER.Wehave 
(1 tX2Y4rl)hll - X’;“;l’+l;“:)(b,+DIXy2”)c Y”(1 tX’Y’“)(c*,tcfKY’“) 
(8) =d, td;XY2”, 
(1 +x2Y4”)?t21 - XY”(1 t Y2”)(cnt~; XY2”) - Y”(I +X”Y”“)(b,,tbfXY2’!) 
(9) 
yvl =eo te:XY- . 
Clearly,deg$tll < I,degXhzl < 1. Let h,, =fo +f’l,Y.h,, =go tglX,&giE 
R [ Y). III equation (8), comparing the terms independent of X and the coefficients 
of X2, we get, 
fb +co Yn =d, , 
f. y4” + b, Y3”(1 t Y2”) t co Y3” = 0 . 
(do-co Y") Yn -t b,(l t Y”‘) +c 0’0. 
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Reading this equation in R [ Y]/( 1 t Y2”), we get 
d() Yn t 2cg = 0 . 
Since 1, Yn are linearly independent inR [ Y]/(l +Y2’*) over R (n > l), we see that 
co = do = 0. Similarly, from equation (9) we get b. = go = 0. These contradict he 
equation bi t ci t di t ei = 1. This proves (b). 
Example 3. Let A = R[X, Y,Z]/(Z2-XY),B = C[X, Y,2]/(Z2-XY), A = 
H[X, Y,Z]/(Z2- XY). It is proved in [3, p. 2501 that all projective modules over 
C[X, Y,Z]/(22-XY) are free. Since C[X, Y, Z]/(Z2-XV) is isomorphic to the sub- 
ring C[T2,STG S2] of C[S, I’], it follows that the group of units of C[X, Y,Z]/(Z2-XY) 
is precisely C*. The algebra J’! [X, Y, 2]/(Z2- XY) has the supplementation E defined 
by e(X) = e(Y) = e(Z) = 0. 
Proposition 3.2. There exist infinitery many non-isomorphic projective modules of 
rank l over H[X, Y, Z]I(Z2 -XV). Or, equivalently, there exist infinitely many in- 
equivalent 2 X 2 invertible Hermitian matrices over C[X, Y, Z][(Z2- XY) of deter- 
minant 1. 
Proof. For each m E Z+, consider the projective module Pm defined by the exact 
sequence 
where ~(1 ,O) =X + i, q(O, 1) = Ym + j. (We write X, Y for their images in 
H[X, Y, Z]/(Z2-XY) as well.) Under the bijection of PI with Fq given in Corol- 
lary I .3. the projective module Pm corresponds to the matrix 
( 
4+v2”(1 +x2) 
A,=$ 
XYm(l tY2”)tiYm(l tX2Y2m) 
XYm(l t Y2”)-iY”(1 tX2Y2m) ) 
. 
1 tX2Y4m 
We shall show that as m varies, the matrices& are mutually inequivalent in X . 
In view of Proposition 5.1 of [2] (which still holds if we replace R [X, Y] by Aq 
this will be proved if we show that there cannot exist Xl, A,, pf, ~2 E 
R [X, Y, Z]/(Z2 - XV) satisfying 
e(1 txzY4m)(! txZY4m) 
(10) 
=vqx,-f,~pf2&, . '2 +vqA,-f,hq 1 2 -f I-1 )2+cc:+P; 7 
where h, = 1 +X2 Y4*, $1 = XY*(l + Yzfl), f2 = Y*(l +X2Y2*). We observe that 
R [X, Y, Z]/(Z2- XV) contains R [X, Y] as a subring over which it is free with ( 1, Z) 
as a basis. First, let us assume that 1 G m < n. If there exist A,, X, ) p1 , p2 E 
R [X, Y, Z]/(Z2- Xv) satisfying(l0) with Ai = Ail + AizZ, pi = PiI + PizZ, i = 1,2, 
hij, pij E R [X, Y] , then clearly, we have, 
where F and G are defined as in Proposition 3 .I. However, from Proposition 3.1 (a). 
it follows that there cannot exist Xii, /Jij E R [X, Y] satisfying this equation. Thus 
for 1 < M < II, the matrices A,,! are mutually inaquivalen t.
Let now tn = 0 and )I 2 1. Since the projective module PO is free, the matrix A,, 
is equivalent to the identity matrix and we prove that for II > 1, the matrix A,, is 
not equivalent to the identity matrix. In view of Proposition 5.1 of [Z 1, we show 
that there do not exist Aii, pii E R [X, Y] satisfying ~(1 +X’ Y4”) = F + X l Y l I; 
where F and G are as in Proposition 3.1. This follows from Proposition 3.1 (b). Thus 
the matrices A,., , II > 0 are all mutually inequivalent in Xl!. III view of Corollary 1.3 
and Corollary 2.2, the proposition is completely proved. 
Example 4. A = R [X, Y, Z] /(X3 U2 -- XYZ), B = C]X. Y. Z] /(X3 t%z XYZ), A = 
H[X, Y,%)/(Xj+Z’-XYZ). It is known (see [4, p. 81) that all projective modules 
over C[X, Y,Z]/(X 3 r2 +L - XYZ) 3-e free. Since C[,U, Y,Z]/(X3tZ2-XYZ) is iso- 
morphic to the subring C[S+T,ST,S27’] of C[S, T], the group of units of 
C[X, Y,Z]/(X3tzLUZj is precisely C*. Clearly C[X, Y,Z]/(X3tZ2 -- XYz) is 
supplemented. 
Proposition 3.3. There exist infirzitely many rlorz-isontorphi~ projcctivc rrwchrles c$ 
rank 1 over H[X, Y, Z]/(X3 tZ2 - XYZ). Or, eqrtivaleut[v there exist iujfuitc& rm~y 
ineq uivalen t 2 X 2 iwcrtible Hmnitian matrices over C[X, Y, Z] /(X3 t-Z-! .UYz) 
of determinant 1. 
Proof. We shall show that the matrices 
( 
4 t Y2”l(l +x2) xyt?l(l f yZn1 )+iy”‘(l +X’y”“) 
A,,=$ 
XY”’ ( 1 + Y2”*) _ i Y’” ( 1 +X2 Y”” ) 1 tx* Y4”l 1 
as )?I varies in Z+ are mutually inequivalent in Xq. Again in view of Proposition 5.1 
of [2], this will be proved if we show that there cannot exist X, , A,, I-(~ , p2 E 
R[X, Y, Z]/(X3tZ2-XY;!) satisfying (10). The ring R [X, Y, Z]/(X3tZz-- XYZ) 
contains R [X, Y] as a sub:ing and is free over it with { 1, Z‘t as a basis. Let I G tu G 
IZ. If there exist Xi, pi E R [X, Y, 21/(X3 tZ2 - ,YYZ) satisfying (I 0) with hi = hiI + 
hi2 Z, /Ji = pi1 + hi2 Z, hij, pij E R [X, Y], then we will have 
E(l tX2Ydrr’) (1 tX2Y4n) = F -- X3+ 
with F and G defined as in Proposition 3.1. But from Proposition 3.1 (a) it follows 
that there cannot exist 2Iij, /Uii E R [X,yJ satisfying this equation. Thus for 1 G no < 11, 
the matrix Am is not equivalent to A,,. Let now m = 0. Since the projective module 
corresponding to A0 is free, A0 is equivalent to the identity matrix- We shall show 
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that A, is not equivalent o the identity matrix for rr 2 1. This follows from Propo- 
sition 5.1 of 121 and Proposition 3.1(b). 
Thus the matrices A,, , II 2 0 are mutually inequivalent in Xy . In view of Corol- 
lary 2.2, the proof of the proposition is complete. 
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